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According to the EarthDay.org website, their mission is to “diversify, educate and activate the environmental movement ... of African-Americans. ] JERRY HOLT ‚Ä¢ jerry.holt@startribune.com ...
This Won’t Be Your Typical Earth Day Perspective - And Yes It Discusses Race
This is the Aquatic Ecology Lab, part of Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Environmental Science Division ... radiation or other pollutants through mini-ecosystems. They test local water, and fish, for ...
How artificial streams inside this Oak Ridge lab are making our nation's water safer
Nearly 2 million high school students have taken the ACT test since June and only a tiny fraction of them earn the highest score possible. Even fewer get a perfect score on their first try. Mio ...
Robbinsdale Armstrong High School senior earns perfect ACT score on first try
This protocol provides an RNA extraction–free nano-amplified colorimetric test that enables rapid detection of SARS-CoV-2 with the naked eye. The test uses plasmonic gold nanoparticles capped with ...
RNA-extraction-free nano-amplified colorimetric test for point-of-care clinical diagnosis of COVID-19
Dr. Johnson, a virologist at the University of Missouri, had spent much of 2020 studying sewage, collecting wastewater from all over the state and analyzing it for fragments of the coronavirus. People ...
From the Wastewater Drain, Solid Pandemic Data
But, scientists from the University of South Florida have set out to find answers ... of Marine Science launched the first research cruise into Tampa Bay Wednesday to study the environmental ...
USF launches research cruise to study Piney Point's environmental impact
A transdisciplinary team from Vanderbilt, Soterix Medical and the U.S. Army has advanced to the finals of the U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command’s xTechBOLT competition, where they ...
Soldier-Inspired Innovation Incubator team advances to finals for xTechBOLT prize, will compete for $500,000
University of Minnesota researchers at the Minnesota Center for Prion Research (MNPRO) have developed a novel approach to field testing chronic wasting disease (CWD). The team confirmed their findings ...
University of Minnesota researchers develop novel, field-deployable test for CWD
With climate change looming, what must people hear to convince them to change their ways to stop harming the environment? A new Johns Hopkins University study finds stories to be significantly more ...
What spurs people to save the planet? Stories or facts?
EPA may consider crafting a new rule fleshing out the Supreme Court's test for determining if groundwater pollution is subject to federal permitting requirements, a transition official for the Biden ...
EPA may craft groundwater rule to pass Supreme Court test
Tests of private wells show alarming levels of the compounds, linked in federal studies to cancer, low birth weight, and other serious health problems. Regulators say the chemicals were in wastewater ...
Unraveling a toxic nightmare: More wells show 'forever chemicals'
Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 07, 2021, 8:30 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood day, and thank you for standing by. And welcome to ...
DraftKings Inc. (DKNG) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
The revolting trend, dubbed “high meat,” reportedly refers to any meat that’s been stored untreated for months or even years.
Social-media bozos claim eating rotten meat gets them high
Studies in C. elegans also showed that some bacteria produce compounds that counteract the effects of the "bad" bacteria.
Specific Gut Bacteria Linked with Protein Aggregation Characteristic of Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s Diseases
With an ability to analyze and rapidly process extremely large datasets, quantum computing promises to enable transformational advances in everything from the rapid discovery of new drugs and vaccines ...
Lighting the Way to Quantum Computers
At Dell Technologies World, some of the more interesting discussions involve topics far removed from company tech. This week, the big conversation was about management skills and styles, and how to be ...
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Rethinking business as usual: How to thrive as a manager In the ‘20s
In this web exclusive, Dr. Anthony Fauci joins Meghna Chakrabarti to discuss herd immunity, potential measures to guide public health decisions and more.
Web Extra: Dr. Anthony Fauci On The 'Mystical Terminology Of Herd Immunity'
Scientist once spent months, even lifetimes, hunting for such animals. But the collection method, using DNA traces, allows them to swiftly complete their quests in the lab.
How eDNA is revolutionizing the tracking of elusive species. It may soon be used to fight wildlife trafficking.
Today the EPA pledges a new focus on environmental justice, Republicans want answers on the firing of ... Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) and Science Advisory Board (SAB)," Comer and Norman ...
Overnight Energy: EPA pledges new focus on environmental justice | Republicans probe EPA firing of Trump-appointed science advisers | Biden administration asks court to toss ...
A team of scientists from the University of South Florida’s College of Marine Science will head into Tampa Bay to study the environmental ... to get some clear answers as to what happens to ...
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